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ABSTRACT

The problem of cation self diffusion in NaCl for a single vacancy

mechanism is attempted using a reaction coordinate approach employing the*

phonons in the 3ystem. The vacancy is given an active role by estimating

the displacements of itB nearest neighbour Cl ions In the environment of

the vacancy through the lattice Green's functions and the t matrix

formalism. The Jump frequency,the isotope effect and diffusion coefficients

estimated by this approach agree well with the experimentally deduced values.

These results support the experimental conclusion of about ~iQ% of vacancy

pairs in tha cation diffusion in NaCl.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The experiments on sodium ion diffusion and on the isotope effect in

NaCl were done by Beniere et al.[l] and Futhman et al.[g] a few years ago.

While the first group of authors from their results concluded that the

diffusion is mainly by the single vacancy mechanism, the results of second group

indicated at least 30!( contribution from the vacancy pairs. Nicolas et al.[ 3]

repeated the measurements in 197't and an analysis of their data Indicated about

30% contribution from the vacancy pairs. Later Beniere et al.[*4l made a

thorough analysis of the diffusion and ionic conductivity data and brought out

results for the jump frequency and diffusion in sodium chloride. However,

there is no theoretical analysis of the problem except for the work of Brown

et al.[51 in 1971 on the isotope effect in NaCl based on the estimation of the

frequency in the cluster containing the Jumping ion, the vacancy and their

two common nearest neighbours in the saddle point configuration. Later Kalyani

and Haridasan [6] worked out the isotope effect Jflijied on a reaction coordinate

approach used by Achar [7] in his study of isotopSJeffects in metals.

However, this approach aprlori gives only a pass*?* role to the vacancy. But

since the vacancy alters the equilibrium positions of the neighbours around

it yielding to resonant modes the displacements of these nearest neighbours

of the vacancy would be quite different in the new environment. This in turn

would affect the reaction coordinate and hence the results on diffusion. So

a realistic model should incorporate this aspect in the calculation and in

this paper we report the results of such a calculation and compare them with

the experimentally deduced results of Beniere et al.[ li ].

2. REACTION COORDINATE

If u is the displacement of the Jumping ion and u that of the

atom around the Jumping ion, then the reaction coordinate is defined as

(l)

where X is the unit vector in the Jump direction. The summation over J is

for n such ions which would form a ring lying in a plane perpendicular to the

Jump direction. In fact the Jump direction meets this plane at the centroid
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of the ring and this meeting point is the saddle point for the Jump geometry.

The Jump Is activated by the phonon fluctuations and hence the reaction

coordinate X gets generated from the different phonon modes (<!,*) vhere q

represents the phonon wavevector and X the branch index. As indicated by

Achar [7] one then gets the Jump frequency for an isotope a in terms of

X(q,l) and phonon frequency w(q,A) as

(2)

X 13 the c r i t i c a l value of the reaction coordinate above vhlch the Jump la
c

materialised. This forms an adjustable parameter In the theory and In Achar'B

work on fee metals th i s i s taken as 0.275 of the atomic radius. In both

Achar'3 work and in that of Kalyani and Harldasan JJ (q,X) Is computed from

eigenvectors of the host crystal and u, estimated on a mass defect

approximation using the l a t t i c e Green's functions. But in the present

analystB they are estimated by taking the presence of the vacancy using a t̂

matrix formalism as outlined belov.

3. METHOD OF ESTIMATION OF THE DISPLACEMENTS IN THE PRESENCE Or VACANCY

We employ the Green function method as outlined by Maradudin et al.[8]

and the essentials are given here for the sake of continuity. For a perfect

crystal the equation of motion can be written in matrix form 8,3

(3)

where L Is a (3rNx3rN) coupling matrix Involving the atomic force constants

and u a 3rN column vector representing the displacement components of the

r atoms in the N unit cells of the crystal. When a vacancy la present this

changes to

>u'=0
(U)

vhere SL Is the perturbation caused by the vacancy and u' are the altered

displacement components. To get u1 we use the scattering theory and assume
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(5)

where w_ denotes the alteration in u to obtain u'. Due to Eq.(l) and the

lattice periodicity u can be chosen as set of plane waves given by

2Hi«.?UK>

(6)

Putting Eq.(5) In Bo..CO and using Eq.(3) one obtains

(7)

Defining the Green function matrix G as L~ and premultiplying with It

the Eq.(7) one gets "

(l-GiL)W-GCLu
(8)

We now define the T matrix as

T.L*«L6T
as « «**»

Then formally

(9)

(10)

Using Eq.(lO) and Eq.(8) one can obtain

Cll)

But since the presence of vacancy is felt by only the immediate neighbours

around it, SL can be partitioned as

(12)
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where «1 is in a space of dimension 3(m*l)x3(m+l); m being the number of

affected*ions. This apace ve shall label as the defect space and the

remaining space as complimentary space. If one partitions £ and consequently

T as also u, u' and w into the defect apace and the complimentary space

'•(*-) < • © «•£
(13)

one can rewrite Eq.(ll) to give for and

_t
*v a>

(15)

Eq.(lU) is employed to estimate v^ and consequently u^ as

.1
(16)

3.1 Applle at ion to BnCl crystal

If one Ha+ is replaced to get a vacant site and if ve assume that

only the nearest neighbours are affected by the vacancy, then the defect

space is made up of the vacant site and the six nearest neighbours

as given In T I E . 1 . The (21x21) Green function matrix for this cluster

having 0 site symmetry vas worked out on the basis of eigenvectors and
h

phonon frequencies evaluated with st shell model fitted to the experimental

phonon dispersion curves [9]. The Jl matrix can also be written in terms

of the derivatives of the interatomic potential. The presence of the vacancy

creates the absence of bonding between the vacancy and the neighbours and

this constitutes the lion share to 61. This effect comes along the first

(3x21) block and along the (21x3) block of 61. The remaining (l8xl8) block

in SI arises due to changes in force constants between the Cl ions

involved in Fig. 1. These arise due to the lattice relaxations by the

presence of the vacancy. In the present calculations no explicit estimation

of such relaxations are made, but computations with relaxations resulting in

force constant changes among these Cl ions (vhich are second neighbours

among themselves) between -15% and 15( are also performed along with the case

of no relaxation. The values of the Kellerman parameters used in the

estimation of |1 are given in Table 1. Using phonons from 6000 points in

the Brillouin zone the iK(q,l) are evaluated for each phonon mode. The first

three elements of the column vector ut are zero since they correspond to the

vacancy. The next three are for the Cl ion situated at (100) and so on. Thus

we get the displacements of the nearest neighbour Cl" Ions for each phonon

mode in the environment of the vacancy and they are U3ed in the estimation of

the reaction coordinate contribution X(q,X).

3.2 Reaction coordinate for Ha Jump in NaCl

Pig. 2 gives the ring of atoms obstructing the Jump of a Ha ion to

a vacant site at (110). Of the six atoms obstructing the Jumps two are Cl~

ions which are nearest neighbours to the vacancy too. Their displacements are

taken from the work described in section 3.1. The remaining four are Na

ions which are second neighbours to the Jumping Ion and to the vacancy. Since

we assumed a defect space Involving only the nearest neighbours the displace-

ments of these four Na ions of the ring are calculated from the corresponding
i 22 2lt

eigenvectors of the host lattice. Thus u is computed for Ha and Na
•+ *+

isotopes. X(q,\) are computed for these two isotopes and using Eq.(2) ve

calculated the Jump frequencies. X(q,X) involves temperature implicitly through

the phonon population factors appearing in the displacement expression.
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It. RESULTS

In order to gain some computer tine in the evaluation of the inversion

of the complex matrix Q-gSl) and also to see where the resonant modes come

about: the (21x21) g and 41 matrices vere blockdiagonallzed by the symmetry

coordinates of the 0 site symmetry. The relaxation effects amounting to

force constant changes ranging from -15J to 15K among the second neighbour Cl~

ions were not sensitive to the results including the region of the occurrences

of resonant nodes. The frequency u is expressed as a diaensionlesa ratio

where at i3 the maximum frequency of the host lattice. It is

found that the resonances are possible at x equal to 0.1»6, 0.52, O.56 and

0.68 under the A representation; at x equal to 0.68 and 0.72 for E

representation and at x equal to O.lifi, 0.62 and 0.72 for the F
lu

representation. There occurred no resonances for the other irreducible

representations. Therefore when the phonon frequency &)(q,X) approaches any

one of these frequencies the inverse of (I-gSl) becomes quite large giving rise
to quite different displacements for the Cl ions around the vacancy.
*""* 2 •+ 22 2I4

x (q,X) for Na and^ Na are seen to be nearly equal up to the fourth
x {q,X)oi (q,X) for Na anddecimal. The values of i\ x (q,X) and

Na isotopes are given in Table 2 at various temperatures. The pre-exponential
22

' the Jump frequency r ( Ha

parameter which is defined as

of the Jump frequency r ( Na) and T ( Na) and consequently the Isotope

< ' -1)

and the value of the activation enthalpy (h ) obtained for X equal to 0.32

+ m c H

times the ionic radius of Na on (0.98A) are given in Table 3.

From Table 2 it is clear that the results are not sensitive for the

relaxation effects a3 Illustrated at 800 K. From Table 3 we notice that the

rQthm and E are fairly constant over the temperature range. Thus the Jump

frequency for the Na diffusion can be written as

22 13
} = 2.54x10 txp(-0.72eV/kT)

= 2.467x10 *xp(-o.72eV/kT>
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This can be compared with the experimentally deduced quantity given by Benlere

et al.as

_22 .

The agreement is extremely good. If one uses the geometrical correlation factor

of 0.782 for single vacancy mechanism one obtains a AK value of 0.91 in

agreement with the experimental conclusion of Rothman et al. Hovever, Rothman

et al. observed the E value to go down to O.!48 near the melting temperature

which primarily led them to conclude on the presence of the vacancy pair

mechanism in this system. The E values evaluated In the present work agree

with those reported by Nlcola3 et al.[3]• We can now use the Jump frequency

obtained above to compute the diffusion coefficient from the relation

D - U a2 f x+ r(
22Na) }

where a i s the nearest neighbour distance (2.81A) and x+ the concentration
of cation vacancy. If we borrow this value from the work of Beniere et al . [M
as

(13.9 x 10 2 exp (-1.29eV/kT)

then our result for diffusion coefficient turns out to be

D - 23.3 exp (-2.01eV/kT)

which can be compared with the results of Nicolas et al.[3l as

D = 33 exy (-1.975ev/*T) .

From the discrepancy of the experimental and theoretical results which arises

from vacancy pairs, it is seen that the vacancy pair contribution is about 30J.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A lattice dynamical treatment of the sodium self diffusion in NaCl is

attempted on a reaction coordinate approach giving an active role to the

vacancy by computing the displacements of the nearest neighbour Cl ions In

the environment of the vacancy in the Green function and t matrix

fiiimalism. The Jump frequency computed with an X of 0.32 times the ionic
4. c

radius of Na ion gives remarkable agreement with the experimentally deduced
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value corresponding to a Bingle vacancy mechanism. The present vork thus

supports the experimentally deduced diffusion parameters of Beniere et al.HQ.

The Isotope effect computed gave a value near 0.72 over the temperature

region of 600 to 1000K and is also in agreement vith the results of Nicolas

et al.[3i. The fiK obtained is 0.91 supporting the conclusion of Rothman et al.[2]

and consistent with the earlier theoretical vork of Brown et.al[5] on an

entirely different approach. The computed value of diffusion coefficient also

suggests a 30( contribution from vacancy pairs. However, the present work has

neglected the contribution due to anharmonicity and this is planned to be

incorporated in future improvements. Another test for the present approach is

to calculate the an Ion diffusion In HaCI and also the isotope effect due to
33,
'Cl and CX Jumps. Work in this direction Is in progress.
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TABLE I

Kellerman'a parameters used In 41 matrix

{in units of 10 dynea/cm)

A » 2.5667
for first neighbours

B - -0.2270

f^ - 0.07277

B » O.O7U3I* for second neighbours

c, = -0.00108

TABLE II

Results on reaction coordinates

Temperature

°K

600

700

800(o=0)

8OO(a=O.15)

8OO(a=-O.15)

900

1000

(in A 2 )

0.7150

0.8250

0.9362

0.9376

0.9358

1.01*70

1.1570

im units of 1 0 1 2 cm2aec"2

0.1*630

0.531*0

0.60U2

O.6ol*i*

0.601*2

O.67UO

0.7>*5O

0.1.350

0.5010

0.5670

0.5672

0.5668

0.6330

0.6990

a represents the ehanpe in force constants as percentage

TABLE III

Jump frequency,isotope ef fect and enthalpy of migration

Temperature( K)

600

700

800

900

1000

ro

2 .

2 .

2 .

2 .

2 .

(2ESa)

!„ 1013

51*6

5"*3

5^0

538

536

r/\.a)

sec"1

2A67

2.1*63

2.U61

2.1*59

2.1*57

B

0.722

0.723

0.72>*

0.726

0.727

hJeV)

0.703

0.710

0.715

0.721

O.72U

- 1 1 -

Fig. 1 The vacancy and nearest neighbour Cl" ions in NaCl.
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Na(iOi)

Fig. 2
of atoms obstructing the Jump of H«+ in NaCl.




